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Academic Year 2021-22

Vision
To be a model center for education and higher learning to meet the
computing challenges of the industrial demands, research, encourage
interdisciplinary learning to meet societal needs.

Mission
M1 - Empower the graduates with the fundamentals in design and
implementation of computational systems through curriculum and research
in collaboration with industries and institutes of repute.



M2 - To develop a state-of-the-art infrastructure and create ambience for
education capable of interdisciplinary research and skill enhancement.



M3 - To nurture faculty who have academic and industry exposure, to impart
domain knowledge and to position our students in the global IT ecosystem.



M4 - To carry out Professional Brilliance with Ethical and Moral Standards.

Program Educational Objectives (PEOs)
~ To instil the ability to theoretically formulate and analyse problems in
computing and information processing with a sound foundation in the
mathematical, engineering and software/ hardware fundamentals.

~ To develop an ability to analyse the requirements and technical
specifications of software to articulate novel engineering solutions for an
efficient product design.

~ To use evolving technologies, analytical thinking, and design to address
contemporary issues and an aptitude to solve problems using efficient
algorithms and data structures.

~ To work effectively on multidisciplinary teams to achieve project objectives
and engage in lifelong learning to enhance their professional capabilities.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs)
~ Apply Software Engineering Principles and Practices to provide software
solutions.

~ Design and Develop Network, Mobile and Web-based Computational systems
under realistic constraints.

~ Design efficient algorithms and develop effective code.
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From the Chairman’s Desk
Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju is a Trustee and Chairman of the Governing Council of
Atria Institute of Technology. He is a Director of Atria Power Corporation; the
company is into Hydro, Wind and Solar power generation. He started Atria
Convergence Technology; a leader in broadband ISPservice across the country.
Mr. Sunder Raju has been involved in various activities that have contributed to the
social capital. Mr. Sunder Raju was appointed to the Prime Minister council for skill
development. Mr. Sunder Raju's contribution to Karnataka State Lawn Tennis
Association (KSLTA) as Secretary is recognized nationally. He believes the next
generation of learning experience has to be created beyond the classic classroom
instruction formats.

I am extremely happy that our Department of Computer Science and Engineering is bringing out the annual
Department magazine INFINITY 2021-2022. The emerging science and technology have made drastic
changes in the way we lead our life. The Department magazine always provides a platform for the staff and
students to showcase their talents and achievements. I extend my hearty congratulations to the Staff and
Students of the Department of

Computer Science and Engineering for their efforts in bringing out the

department magazine INFINITY 2021-2022. On this occasion, I convey my good wishes to the staff and
students of the Department of Computer science and Engineering in their endeavors. 


"You don't have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great."

Best wishes.

Shri. C. S. Sunder Raju

Chairman, Atria IT

From the Principal’s Desk
This academic year has been an extraordinary challenge on account of COVID-19.
However, the pandemic gave an opportunity worldwide to rethink and reassess the
strategies for higher education. Times of crisis ought to inspire creativity, critical
reflection, transformation, and renewal. In the new normal, the challenge is to adapt,
regenerate, and position the college for a strong and sustainable future. Striving for a
vibrant and dynamic academic atmosphere is a wholesome and holistic exercise.
This calls for the integration of students into the qualitative processes of the college. It necessitates an
innovation ecosystem to hone the skills of students in diverse programs to mold them to become notable
change-makers in society. The aim is to make learning an enriching, fulfilling, and enjoyable experience
through a multidisciplinary approach, combining theory and practice in pedagogy. The focus should be on not
only ‘what is taught’ but also ‘the way it is taught’. Research being an important pillar of academic growth, the
thrust has to be on socially relevant, locally need-based, nationally important, and globally significant research
initiatives. Creating fertile ground for effective synergies between research and teaching skills, nurturing and
fostering critical thinking and problem-solving among students is imperative. Hence, our persistent efforts must
be to leverage the intellectual and emotional capabilities of students and encourage the free and spirited
exchange of ideas to celebrate diversity, while ensuring inclusivity. It should be our collective endeavor to
promote an inspirational, motivational, value-abased academic, and administrative environment. Our earnest
attempt should be towards upholding academic integrity, and accountability, sustaining open and transparent
systems and being sensitive to social responsibilities. This could be possible only through a collaborative,
shared, and consultative work culture. Building on the strong foundation of the college, let us all strive for
cautious, consistent, and catalytic improvement in the overall development, paving way for innovative ideas
and thinking. Let us all invoke the blessings of Lord Venkateswara as we march ahead and gear up for myriad
managerial, economic, societal, and environmental challenges.

“We want that education by which character is formed, the strength of mind is increased, the intellect is
expanded, and by which one can stand on one’s own feet” – Swami Vivekananda

This spirit should guide our intent and actions in shaping the destiny of the college.


Best Wishes.

Dr. T N Sreenivasa

Principal
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Word from HoD
It gives me immense pleasure to express my views
on the release of Departmental magazineINFINITY 2021-22. As you scan through the pages,
it will enlighten you with the important milestones
that Department has achieved this year. Besides,
our budding talents have expressed their thoughts,
ideas, hopes, feelings, aspirations, and convictions
in a creative way. The students and staff are
encouraged to present papers in Conferences, and
they are bringing laurels to the college.
This magazine should be a good source of guidance for faculty and
coming batches of students in choosing activities of their choice in their
future for building their carrier. The Academic activity is continuously
geared up and monitored to cope-up with emerging trends of
technological development and innovations. With this spirit and tempo
being maintained, I am sure the Department is going to occupy
noticeable place among the technical intuitions of India. I am confident
that due to decentralization of the college activities into the
departmental level the students will get exposure to academic and
professional fields which will leave a mark of their services, wherever
they go, by exhibiting their sound professional knowledge,
unimpeachable character, sense of discipline and commitment.


Best Wishes,

Dr. Aishwarya P

Head of Department

Computer Science and Engineering
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Milestones of the Department

Achievements 

of the
Department

Achievers

Best Department Award
“Champions

are

made

by

their

passion and persistence”

The

Department

of

Computer

Science & Engineering continuously
and

meticulously

responsibility

of

successful

takes
moulding

entrepreneurs,

researchers, technical professionals
in

crafting

stakeholders

the
.

The

future

of

its

fruits

of

this

collective hard-work was recognised
and awarded. 

KUDOS to all the team members 


Best Faculty Award
Mr.. Rajendra M
“Better than a thousand days of diligent
study is one day with a great teacher.”



Mr. Rajendra M from the Department
of Computer Science & Engineering was
awarded as its “Best faculty” for his
rigour,

dedication

shown

to

instrumental

his
in

and

commitment

profession.
getting

He

was

funds

and

bridging the academic industry gap by
helping students getting internships and
placements.

1

Achievers

Star Performer
Pramod BN from Department of CS&E was awarded “Star
Performer” of the Batch 2017 - 2021, for his extraordinary
and

remarkable

achievements

inside

and

outside

the

campus. He shouldered a huge responsibility being the
President of Rotaract Club of Atria, Chair of IEEE Atria,
Atria Coursera Campus Administrator, AWS Educate Cloud
Ambassador. He had initiated many activities and also had
organised many National and International Events which
made Atria good brand globally. He holds 2 Guinness
World Records.


Best Outgoing Student
Viviana Perpetua Aranha choose the department of
Atria Institute of Technology in 2017, graduated with a
CGPA of 9.24. She has certified in JAVA COURSE
through NPTEL. She actively participated in inter
college activities. She is currently working as a
freelance brand strategist & Designer.

VTU Rank Holder
Supritha S Rao
10th Rank, 9.08 CGPA
“Every accomplishment starts with the decision to try”


A complete go-getter, sincere & hard-working student of the
Department of computer science and engineering - Ms.
Supritha S Rao made us proud by securing the 10th rank with
CGPA of 9.08 in the 20TH VTU convocation.

The

Management

Principal,

HoD

Congratulates her for her triumph. 
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and

the

Faculty

Certifications

Achievers

RPA Automation Anywhere

3

Achievers
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Events 

of the
Department

Events

Rotaract Club of Atria I.T
Installation

The Rotaract Club of Atria Institute of Technology organised its 3rd
installation ceremony “ASTERIA” of Rtr. Aniruddh G S and his Board
of Directors of Rotaract Club of Atria on 26th of February 2022 in
the Seminar Hall of Atria Institute of Technology , Bangalore. The
dignitaries

present

were

Rtr.

Joseph

Wilson,

District

Rotaract

Representative Elect RI Dist 3190, Rtn. Gopalakrishna M V, Dy.
Director

-Dist.

Youth

Service

RI

Dist

3190,

Rtn.

Shivram

M

R,

Secretary, Rotary Bangalore South, Rtr. Tarun U, Zonal Rotaract
Representative, Zone Green. 
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Rotaract Club of Atria.I.T
“Joy Of Giving”

Believing in Helen Keller’s "Alone we can do

so little, but together we can do so much",
the joy of giving an initiative taken up by 

the Rotaract Club of Atria Institute of Technology 

in association with Christ the Savior church, 

where the donation amount was collected 

from faculty and students of Atria Institute of 

Technology and was used for buying the basic 

necessities like blankets, caps, food, etc., which was then distributed to the
homeless, underprivileged and to the labour workers on 3rd of January 2022.

The campaign was carried out on the streets of Bangalore [ Malleshwaram
and Yeshwantpur ] by the team of Rotaractors. ( Rtr. Aniruddh.G.S , Rtr.
Shivaram, Rtr. Gagan V Naidu, Rtr. Avinash V) who ventured in the dawn to
distribute the kits to the people in need. 

New Year being the season of 

giving,the main objective of this 

campaign was to help the 

people who are really in need 

of these necessary kits and in  

turn spread joy, warmth and happiness for the homeless 

in the streets of Bangalore. 




Receiving gifts and Giving gifts is really a great feeling. Our lives are
fulfilling when we give and share, that great feeling of inner joy, satisfaction
& responsibility towards the society which comes from helping others to make
their life better. 
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Events

The Joy of giving always lasts longer! And also the act of giving kindles selfesteem and brings happiness in one's life. 



It also makes a person expand his or 

her life to a great extend. The best 

part is, it gives a sense of satisfaction 

after you do your bit for people in 

your surrounding. 



Once again by quoting..

As Mahatma Gandhi once said " The best way to find yourself is to lose

yourself in the service of others"!!
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Events

Endgame
When New year was just around the corner, Rotaract Club of Atria Institute of
Technology had it's first mega and successful event “ENDGAME 21” which was
conducted on 30th of December 2021.

It was a year-end extravaganza which consisted of 6 below mentioned events. 



• Fashion Show

• Squid Game

• Shrinking Island

• Scavenger hunt

• Secret Santa

• Short Cricket



It was totally an amazing and a fun filled event!.

FASHION SHOW

Fashion show was conducted as an individual or  

a pair event. The main theme was “Indo-Western” 

where the participants had to bring out 

their creative side and mix & match the Indian 

and the Western cultures. Totally 10 teams 

participated and were judged on  

parameters such as costume, attitude, 

confidence, and 3 winners were declared.


SQUID GAME

Who doesn’t know what this game is? One
of the most famous shows of the year and
we just got inspired by the game of” Red
light and Green Light.” This game saw a
huge turnout in terms of participants and
had to be done in over 5 rounds to narrow
down

to

the

winner,

with

rounds and 1 final round.
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Events
SHRINKING ISLAND

This was a team event where people
took part in teams of 2-4 people. In this,
each

team

was

given

a

sheet

of

newspaper. As long as the music was
played, they had to circle around the
paper and when the music stopped, they
had to fold the paper into half and
balance

on

seconds

at

the

folded

least.

The

paper

for

rounds

30

were

repeated until there was a winner.



Scavenger hunt

Scavenger hunt is a team event consisting of 3
members in a team where the team were given
to solve 6 clues, each clue got, after answering
the questions asked by the board members
who held the clue. This event saw a registration
of 24 teams and 2 teams emerged victorious.

SECRET SANTA

Adopting

to

the

western

Christmas

tradition of Secert Santa in which each
member

of

a

group

are

randomly

assigned another person of the group to
whom they present a gift. This event was
organized for those people who wanted
to be Santa's anonymously. Their gifts
were

sent

to

the

respective

people

through volunteered anonymously. This
event too had a surprising amount of
people

registering

and

sending

their

gifts unknowingly. There was a total of
156 registrations.
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SHORT CRICKET

Short cricket is a game of 5 overs with
power

play

in

0-4

consisting

of

7+1

members in a team. This event had 13
teams registering, all from the branches
such as CSE, ISE, ECE, CIV and MECH.
This event took place over 2 days with 1
team

emerging

as

winner

and

1

as

runner-up. 

 



 

The

runner-up’s

of

this

event

were

faculty members Mr. Vijay, Mr. Maqdum,
 





Mr. Goutam, Mr. Chethan, Mr. Karthik ,
Mr. Srinivas, Mr. Anand. Mr. Jayanth, Mr.
Nagendra and Mr. Bhaskar.

Overall it was an unforgettable and a competative event! 

By the end of “Endgame 21” all the winners and runner ups received a certificate
from RAC Atria and also an Amazon Gift card from our President Rtr. Aniruddh
G.S and the other Heads of the Department .
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Mega Blood Donation Camp
“Be a blood donor , Be a hero,- A real one.”

Today in the developed world, most blood donors are unpaid volunteers who
donate blood for a community service. Many donors donate for several reasons,
such as a form of charity, general awareness regarding the demand for blood. 

To honour a good Samaritan who set an example for his uncompromising will for
social service, the Rotaract Club of Atria Institute of Technology had it's first
Mega blood donation camp in the name of late Power star Dr. Puneeth
Rajkumar on his birthday ie., on 17th of March 2022. , which was sponsored by
RaC AIT's Parent Club - Rotary Bangalore South.
The collection unit was RED CROSS Blood Bank headed by Red Cross State
Convener Dr. Shyamsundar. 


This mega camp was inaugurated by our
Principal Dr. T. N. Sreenivasa and was joined
by the Heads of the various Departments of
Atria Institute of Technology in the presence
of Rotary Bangalore South President Rtn.
Rajeshwari Sunil and Secretary Rtn. Shivaram
along with the other Directors of Rotary
Bangalore South.
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The campaign saw a total of 182 blood
donors of which 15 were from faculty
members, support staff of the college
and

rest

around

160+

were

from

students. 

It

was

totally

a

remarkable

successful mega event!.
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ISTE Inagural

Atria Institute of Technology has inaugurated
the

ISTE

(Indian

Society

for

Technical

Education) Faculty & Student chapter in their
college
graced

on
by

31st

July

several

2021.

The

dignitaries

event

was

and

the

management of Atira Institute of Technology

Dr. PratapSinh Kakaso, President, ISTE, New
Delhi was specially invited to inaugurate the
ISTE chapters in the institute. He addressed
He held the audience’s attention by sharing his personal

the gathering by speaking about the present

experiences about the quality of education that he has

scenario related to the technical education

come across over the years that he has travelled across

prevalent in the country. .


different

colleges.

He

concluded

his

speech

by

motivating the entire crowd to be more valuable and
focus on being an asset to the institution.

Dr. Suresh D.S, Chairman, Indian Society for Technical
Education, Karnataka Section also was a part of the
inaugural function. He was the Guest of honor for the
event. He spoke about the vision and mission that a
student must have for a successful journey to accomplish
the desired results in future. The speaker also requested
to

keep

conducting

several

workshop

and

student

activities through the ISTE chapter.
Gracing the inaugural was other eminent people like Dr. Sangappa, National Executive Council Member, ISTE
New Delhi, Professor & Dean, KSIT , Bangalore. He expressed his best wishes and the institute to keep the
chapters functionally by conducting more activities.The dais was also shared by Mr. Nagaraju, Truestee, Mr.
Kaushik S Raju, the technical director, Mr. Shaheem Rahiman, CEO, Atria Groups and Dr. T. N. Sreenivasa,
Principal of Atria Institute of Technology.

The function next proceeded to honor the 10th rank holder of the recently conducted VTU exams, Ms. Supritha S
Rao, from the Department of Computer Science and Engineering. The best outgoing students from the various
departments of the college were also awarded.The function concluded by the principal announcing the best
department award to the Department of Computer Science and Engineering for the academic year 2019-2020.
The vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Aishwarya P, HoD of Departent of Computer Science and Engineering.
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ISTE Events

Transcendence

Events

The CODE club of the Department of
Computer Science and Engineering is
known for organising and sharing sessions
from Alumni, coders, and Tech Talks from
people with industrial connect.

Keeping up with the tradition of
imparting the technical knowledge and
encouraging the students to wear their
thinking caps, the CODE CLUB organised
“TRANSCENDENCE” on 19th November
2021 from 11:00am onwards.

Escape room



Escape Room was a group event where the participants are locked in a room
in order to play a game requiring them to solve a series of puzzles within a
certain amount of time to unlock the room


There were seven set of brain-teasers :

1. Riddles

2. Word Generator

3. Pictionary

4. Crosswords

5. Electric Looping

6. Photographic Memory 

Game

7. Ciphers

Tech-A-thon


Tech-A-Thon was an event designed in such a way that even the first
year students could also compete with the basic knowledge they have .
It consisted of technical as well as fun rounds. It was a team event with
a maximum of 2 members in a team.

It comprisesed of three rounds:-

15

Events
TRICKY SET


It included a kahoot quiz with a lot of fun, technical and general
knowledge questions . The participants will have to login to kahoot and
answer the question as and when the questions appeared. Each question
will have four options and the participants will have to select the correct
option.



CALCI-FLEX


It was a round which allowed the participants to flex their calci skills.
Different mathematical questions were asked which can be solved directly
on a scientific calculator.The team who gave the right answer were given
+2 points , we also had a bonus question and the first team who gave the
right answer will be given +5 points.



FAKE-IT


The Top 5 teams from the previous two rounds qualified to this final round.
In this round each team was provided with a bowl of chit and one of the
team members had to pick the chit and explain the opposite of whatever is
written in the chit to their teammate and the team mate had to
understand and guess the actual topic that is written on the chit. Each
team was given a time-limit of 90 seconds and they were supposed to
guess maximum topics by picking the chits for each guess they were given
+2 points.
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Background
Now a days, potential of IoT markets is huge. 

Internet of things examples extend from smart 

connected homes to wearables to healthcare. It 

is not wrong to suggest that IoT is now becoming 

part of every aspect of our lives. Not only internet 

of things applications are enhancing the comforts 

of our lives but also it giving us more control by 

simplifying routine work life and personal tasks 

With the recent hype about the future prospects of 

IoT has forced companies to take the initiative of coming up with basic building
blocks of internet of things i.e. hardware, software and support to enable developers
deploy applications that can connect anything within scope of internet of things.


Program Outcomes
• Enhancing the top three

projects to the next level of improvement which gives the confidence

for students to compete with National level Competitions

• Smaller projects have to be fused into Swam project which strengthens the quality of their
project

• Planning to conduct such kinds of hands on sessions to first year students and village school
students as a socio-relevant activity
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Project Sahakaritha

95 Students from Atria Participated for 15 Day

This activity took place at Government Arts PU College, next to
UVCE1000+ Systems, the Softwares were loaded and Packed by
the student

Sri Pradeep P, Commissioner, DCTE, came for the inspection during
the activity and interacted with the students

April 8th 2021, Flagging off computers by

> Dr. Ashwathnarayan, DCM, GoK

> Sri Pradeep P, Commissioner, DCTE

> Sri Nagendra Prasad, Rotary Dist Governor

> Sri Deepak Prabhu, Cognizant

> Director, AD, JDs NOs Officers and Staff

> Rotarians and Rotoract

Flagging

off

Event

was

featured

Kannada Newspaper Prajavani
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in

DCM's

Social

Media

and

in

At r i a I n s t i t u t e o f Te c h n o l o g y w o u l d l i k e t o 	


Events

t h a n k
 R t n . J a y a c h a n d r a Ar a d h y a S i r

D i s t r i c t R o t a r a c t C o m m i t t e C h a i r m a n 2 0 2 0- 2 1 





R o t a r y D i s t r i c t 3 1 9 0

R t n . M o h a n R a m a n a t h a n & 

R t n . J a y a r a m ,	

Pr o j e c t
 D i r e c t o r s f o r g i v i n g t h i s

o p p o r t u n i t y f o r t h e s t u d e n t s

a n d f o r o u r c o l l e g e t o b e

r e c o g n i s e d i n t h i s r e m a r k a b l e

s t a t e l e v e l p r o j e c t .
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Tech Insights
of the 

Department

Comparative analysis of neural network algorithms

Tech Insights

for severity analysis of valvular regurgitation
I EEE Paper Published By Ketan Mishra
The year 2020 halted several proceedings in our lives. The overwhelming
nature of the grave humanitarian crisis was visibly taking a toll on almost
everyone, in some way or the other. While at home, for months, there was
indeed a lot more time to channelise the interests as compared to the earlier
occasions.



In the meantime, I took up the study of machine learning with some serious
conviction. Machine learning is the present and future of the engineering
world. In the day and age of globalism, wherein technology from around the
world is being exchanged, the prevalence of this field hints at a constant
growth. 



Along with the basic understanding of the topic from content online and
otherwise, I saw a great opportunity in participating in hackathons. This stint
was helpful in more than one way. The presence of several other participants,
and their first-hand experience with dealing with the academics of Machine
Learning, were handy for me to begin with.



The interaction in hackathons made me realise the importance of
documentation for any study in this field of work. After understanding the
nuances of Machine Learning, I titled more towards Deep Learning, a
natural inclination given my inherent interest in the subject.



The first round of research included understanding the practical functioning
of Deep Learning and the ways through which the technology could be used
for the greater use of the general populace.



I remember meeting Dr. Arun Balodi for the first time during an online
workshop on Deep Learning using Tensorflow. At the end he offered to help
with a conference paper if any of us were interestedI saw this as an
opportunity to capitalise on an interest which I had been honing for over a
year.
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In September 2021, when the College finally opened, I met Dr. Arun Balodi
and started talking about working together for a project. After the initial
rounds of conversations with Dr. Arun Balodi, we decided to take the study
ahead in the medical field, Mitral Regurgitation. Heart concerns have
affected innumerable families in some way or the other. The lack of
affordable services regarding the same made us believe even more in the
selection of Mitral Regurgitation as our topic.





Intensive research, followed by fact-checking and plagiarism checks on every
level made the study more authentic and credible. The paper was officially
submitted to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, at 10 pm
on 1st December 2021, which was the last date of submission. Just
Engineering things.



Earlier in 2022, I was invited to present the paper by IEEE, via online means.
Following a long halt, the paper finally got published on 26th April. Besides
the continuous grind which lasted for almost a year, it was a matter of great
pride and satisfaction to have a paper published.



A special mention to Dr. Arun Balodi, who stood as a pillar of constant
support. His experience was an asset for us. His contributions only made the
paper look better.



Here’s the link to the paper - https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9752904 




Ketan Mishra

1A T19CS056
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Tech Insights

Alerting System for Identification
of Public without Mask

Abstract 

The Invention discloses a unique model for surveillance of public using
drone

technology

intelligence.
alerting

the

The

embedded

objective

individuals

of

with
the

without

image

invention

mask

by

processing
is

to

moving

monitor
the

&

artificial

public

drone

and

near

to

them and alerting them for wearing mask so that spread of airborne
diseases can be controlled and safety of public is ensured

Patent type : Innovation patent

Invention details Invention title: ALERTING SYSTEM FOR
IDENTIFICATION OF PUBLIC WITHOUT MASK 

Category: Electrical/Electronic




Application number : 202141020021
Filing date: 01/05/2021

 


 


Country: Australia
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News from
College

College News

Ethnic Day

Ethnic Day is considered as one of the most Liveliest and Vibrant days of college.
So, consideringly Ethnic Day was much anticipated and had vibrant celebrations
which was brought to us by the Cultural Club of our college.
On this day Students and Faculty members came dressed in their Ethnic wears and
celebrated the spirit of Unity and inclusiveness. As Ethnic day aims at celebrating
different cultures and Ethnic groups, the cultural club of Atria Institute of
Technology had few events planned for the day. The day was kick started with the
Photo sessions, starting off with Faculty members and then the class group photos
which included all the Students and Faculty.
We also had an Amazing Dance session where our Principal, Faculties and all the
students danced their hearts out to many different songs. It was a treat to watch
our Principal and Faculty members Dance. 

The day then ended with the Fashion show where students from every branch took
part.

The fashion show consisted of two Rounds.. 

Round-1 

The participants had to walk the ramp in their
stylish way. 

Round -2

Every participants from Round1 were selected

Miss Ethnic. Halima Haseeb


for Round 2 , where the participants has to

1AT18CS039

speak

about

their

attire

and

answer

few

questions. 

At last the Judges selected winners

and

Crowned them as Mr. and Miss. Ethnic of the
year 2022.


And the winners were from our very own CSE
Dept. Mr. Suhas D and Miss. Halima Haseeb.


It was totally an enthusiastic and fun filled day!

Mr Ethnic. D Suhas
1AT18CS030
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Group Pic with Mr and Miss Ethnic

Dept of Computer Science Slaying Their Ethnic
Looks
24

College News

Graduation Day
The students entered the threshold
of Atria Institute of Technology with
dreams

of

engineers

becoming
and

successful

management

professionals. And yes, 4years rolled
by, and now they have graduated to
accomplish

their

successful.

Seeing

vision
them

of

being

don

the

graduation attire was an emotional
moment for all.





Atria Institute of Technology celebrated its 18th Graduation Day on 9th April 2022
grandly in its campus to give a lifetime memory for the graduating batch of
2017-2021.
The convocation day was presided by Dr. S Vidyashankar, Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor,


KSOU, Mysuru as the Chief guest. The Guest of Honour and the keynote speaker


was


Shri. S J Naganagouda, Senior Director, HR, Capgemini Engineering. Sharing


the dais along with them were Shri C S Sunder Raju, Chairman, Atria Group, Shri


Kaushik
S Raju, Technical Director, Atria Group, Shri K Nagaraju, Trustee, Atria




Group,
Shri Shaheem Rahiman, CEO, Atria Education, Dr. T N Sreenivasa,


Principal,
Atria Institute of Technology, and deans and the heads of the various


departments of the college.



The function saw 574 students graduate from the PG (MBA, M.Tech-CSE) and
UG(Dept. of CS &E, ISE, ECE, CV, Mech).
colourful academic

The convocation started with a

procession

by

the

graduating  















students headed by the Principal &
HoDs of the various departments
accompanied by a band. Following
which Mr. C S Sunder Raju declared
the event open. The auspicious event
began by kindling the lamp to seek 

the blessings of the almighty. Dr. T N
Sreenivasa, Principal welcomed the
august gathering and congratulated
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both the parents and the graduating students. He
took the opportunity to unfold the graduation day
magazine ‘Synergy ‘.

The chief guest was felicitated and was invited to share his thoughts with the
gathering.
enlightened

Through
the

his

speech,

graduates

on

he

how

congratulated
to

strike

a

the

balanced

graduates
chord

and

between

professional and personal life.
This was followed by the speech from 

Shri. S J Naganagouda, who also 

motivated the audience and created 

an awareness about how swiftly the 

life is changing with the emerg-

ing technologies and the need for 

the constant upgradation of knowledge 

of the graduates. Mr. C S Sunder Raju 

also expressed his happiness and exte-

nded his best wishes to the graduating 

students

and

to

their

proud

parents. The

best

outgoing

students

of

the

2017-2021 batch of the various departments were felicitated on the dais by the
dignitaries. The star performer student for the graduating batch was selected
as Mr. Pramod, from the Dept. of CS &E.

This was followed by the most awaited event in a graduate’s life- honoring
them with the convocation certificate.













The principal and the students took pride in administering the graduation day
oath to uphold their thoughts, words, ethics and deeds in all their future
endeavors.

Following the ceremony, there was a sumptuous dinner which was relished by
all the attendees of the event.
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Alma

"Some people dream of
 success while
others wake
 up and work hard for it"



True to the vibe of this emotion, Atria Institute of Technology had an
opportunity

to

felicitate

its successful

alumni

entrepreneurs

on

17th

February 2022. Two of its alumni, from the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering, Mr. Jalal Shaik, CEO, Gamelace.ai, and Mr.
James Melvin, CTO, Gamelaceai were facilitated for the prolific success
as

their

Aussie

Al

sport

analytics startup

Gameface.Al

has

been

acquired by listed sports equipment giant Slinger Bags, in a deal worth
almost $33 million, Founded in 2015 by Jalal Shaik and James Melvin
Ebenezer,

Gamelace.Al

uses

Al

and machine

learning

technology

to

instantly analyze footage of sports, providing insights and analysis on
a match or performance.



The occasion was attended by the 

CEO of Atria Institute of Technology, 

Mr. Shaheem Rahman, Principal 

Dr. TN Sreenivasa, the various other 

heads of the institution and the 

potential students who wish to be an 

entrepreneur soon.



The event gave an opportunity for the CEO, Principal to honor both
and

encourage

the

budding

entrepreneurs

to

follow

their

success

mantra. Both alumni interacted well with the audience getting nostalgic
about

their

journey

in

the

college,

They

also

shared

their

toil

and

struggle journey in becoming a profitable and successful entrepreneur
which made an impact on the students and encouraged them to think
on the lines of entrepreneurship.



In totality, the event was a great success, which changed the mindset of
the

students,

enabling

them

to

take

the

dreadful

path

of

entrepreneurship.
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Testimonials

My four years at Atria have been a wonderful experience of learning. Huge
respect,

love

and

devotion

to

the

entire

faculty

members

of

the

Computer

Science and Engineering department. Atria has been a great contributor to the
development

of

my

personality.

I

have

established

my

time

management,

leadership and team skills here through various activities in those four years.
My course consisted of many project-based evaluations that greatly helped me
during job interviews and led to a good faculty connection where I learned a
lot from them during this process. I would love the vibe here and constantly try
to be a better version of myself as each semester progressed. With the healthy
atmosphere
faculty,

I

around

could

me

achieve

and
the

the

immense

university

confidence

rank.

Will

given

always

be

to

me

by

the

thankful

for

the

same. Special thanks to my parents for always believing in me and inspiring me
every day.



This journey of 4 years is something that I’m going to cherish for the rest of my
life and a big thank you to the entire Atria family for making it so memorable!!

Supritha S Rao

Batch 2016-2020

Hi,

my

name

is

Viviana

Perpetua

Aranha.

I

completed

my

B.E

in

Computer

Science & Engineering. From Atria Institute of Technology, Bangalore.



My experience at Atria has been truly wonderful! I came here four years ago
and have since discovered that whatever you’re looking for, you will find it here.
I have grown here in a way I never would have in any other college due to the
excellent

faculty

of

the

Department

of

CS&E,

great

placement

opportunities

and a nurturing, supportive environment that the college provides. 



The

best

part

of

my

experience

has

been

the

sense

of

community

that

my

college perpetuates. This has played a big role in making me a well-rounded
individual.

I owe my academic success to my HoD, Dr. Aishwarya ma’am and the Dept. of
CS&E

for

believing

in

me

and

throughout my journey at Atria.
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nurturing

and

encouraging

me

Alma

They always cared deeply about our learning outcomes and helped us achieve
our

personal

and

academic

objectives.

Thanks

to

them,

I

was

excited

about

learning and discovered my interests.



I can definitely say Atria has changed me for the better, for which I am truly
grateful.



Viviana P Aranha


Thank you

Viviana

Batch 201 7-202 1

I would like to say Department of CS&E has given me the Name and IEEE
Atria has given me the Fame in the campus.

So, My gratitude will always be towards Department of CS&E. and IEEE Atria
and ofcourse with Atria.



I had a huge responsibility being the President of Rotaract Club of Atria, Chair
of IEEE Atria, Atria Coursera Campus Administrator.

But I had taken it as my personal responsibility to raise the flags of Atria not
only in Karnataka but internationally.

I think I've made a mark on this.



And On behalf Atria and Department of CS&E I was taking many decisions
like Partnering with AWS, Partnering with Coursera and distributing licenses to
all the students.

I would like to thank our HoD, Aishwarya mam for giving me this freedom to
take any decisions and believing and supporting me in all those decisions and
encouraging in all my ventures. Not only me she encourages all the students in
the

department.

Also

I

would

like

to

thank

each

and

every

faculty

in

my

department for encouraging and supporting me in all the ways.

Also

I

would

like

to

thank

all

my

friends,

classmates,

batchmates

for

encouraging me, motivating me, supporting me always.



Finally I would like to say,

I'll definitely be a very famous and notable alumn of Atria very soon.

P ramod B N

Batch 201 7-202 1
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Academic Alliances &
Recognition

Delivered a Expert talk

Faculty Corner
By Prof. Rajendra M

through webinar on “ Golang” in New horizon

college of Engineering on 04-December-2020

Conducted training session on Python at Mount Carmel College on 30th
November 2019

Mentor

and

Guide

for

Students

of

Engineering

colleges

through

Xcelerator Portal

Visiting faculty to Karnataka State Remote Sensing Center-Bangalore for
MTech in Geoinformatics

Conducted various Placement Training sessions in C, C++,JAVA, Data
structures & SQL at Various Engineering colleges

Conducted classes for “Junior Software Developer” course under Pradhan
Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana-PMKVY scheme, by Ministry of MSDE, Govt
of India

Conducted classes for Infosys Campus Connect (Foundation program 5.0)
and recognized as Silver

Level partner at Inspire Faculty Partnership Awards 2018, 23rd March
2018 Infosys Limited, Bangalore.
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Advanced RPA certified Trainer from Automation Anywhere Ltd

Worked

as

Assistant

Professor

in

the

Deaprtment

of

CS&E,Proudhadevaraya Institute of Technology ,Hospet from 17/08/11 to
22/07/12

Worked as Assistant Professor in the Deaprtment of CS&E, Dayanand
Sagar Institute of Technology ,Hospet from 28/08/08 to 07/09/09

Worked as Assistant Professor in the Deaprtment of CS&E, Dayanand
Sagar Institute of Technology ,Hospet from 28/08/08 to 07/09/09

Worked as a Software Engineer

for HCL Technologies through Variant

Infosystems Banglore from 5/07/07 to 15/08/08

Worked as Assistant Professor in the Deaprtment of CS&E,Atria Institute
of Technology ,Bangalore from 23/07/12 to tilldate
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An Electronic Device for
Physically Challenged Persons

By Prof. Manash Sarkar

Title : Controlling Carbon Emission as a service (CCEaaS) - System and
Method

for

Controlling

Carbon

Emission

in

Cloud

Environment

through smart resource optimization

Patent number: 2021105628



Granted by Australian GOVT. (IP Australia)



The

present

invention

provides

for

a

new

computing

environment-

"CCEaaS" (Controlling Carbon Emission as a Service), which ensures
minimum carbon emission from the data centres by using resource
optimization technique. In the present service model CCEaaS, where
CCSP (Carbon Control Service Provider) helps to assign the VMs (Virtual
Machines) to actual PMs (Physical Machines) in such a way that resource
utilization

should

be

maximize

with

minimum

carbon

emission.

The

present in this work is to provide a service model CCEaaS which is viable
for the environment and where the users if they want must be going
through this model before getting any services from the CSP's (Cloud
Service Providers) and in that case no CSP should provide any final
intimation to the users without getting approval from CCSP under
CCEaaS.



 

Application No: 357841-001



Design an Electronic device for Physically Challenged 

Persons to overcome their difficulties.

Prof. Manash Sarkar
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Wall 

of 

Creativity

Creative

Art Gallery

Adithi Mahesh

1AT18CS005

Mangala

1AT18CS052

Shubhashree K B


Sonali Sakshi


1AT18CS103

1AT18CS105
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Creative

Vibha S

1AT18CS119

Mrs. Pallavi N 

Asst. Prof. Dept. Computer
Science and Engineering

34

Mrs. Induja. G

Instructor, Dept.Computer
Science and Engineering

Anagha M

1AT19CS010

Anusha B R

1AT19CS014

Creative

Photography

Sampreeth Pravin

1AT17CS105

Adithi Mahesh

1AT18CS005

M N Shreyas

1AT19CS069
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Creative

Aniruddh G S

1AT18CS013
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Literature
ಈ ಜಗತ್ತ ಲ್ಲಿ ಎರಡು

ರೀತಿಯ ಜನರಿದ ್ದಾರೆ...



ಒಬ್ಬರು ಅಪ್ಪನ ಹೆಸರ ಲ್ಲಿ ಮೆರೆಯುವವರು 


ಇ

ನ್ನೊಬ್ಬರು ಅಪ್ಪನ ಹೆಸರನ ್ನು ಮೆರೆಸುವವರು...! 



ಆ

ಯ್ಕೆ ನಿಮ್ಮದು...

ಯೋಚನೆ ಹಾಗೂ

ಯೋಜನೆಯ ನಡುವೆ 



ಸಣ್ಣ ವ್ಯತ ್ಯಾಸವಿದೆ...


ತಲೆ ತುಂಬಾ
ಬದುಕಿನ ಲ್ಲಿ
ತಲೆ ತುಂಬಾ

ಚಿಕ್ಕಂದಿನ ಲ್ಲಿ "ಎರಡು ನಕ್ಷತ್ರ"ಗಳನ ್ನು

ನೋಡಿ ಬೆಳೆದೆ...



ಬೆಳೆಯುತ ್ತಾ ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅಭಿನಯವನ ್ನು

ನೋಡಿ



ಯೋಜನೆಗಳಿದ್ದರೆ 


ಮೇಲರಬಹುದು ...


ಯೋಚನೆಗಳಿದ್ದರೆ 



ಬದುಕನ ್ನು ಮುಗಿಸಿ

ಮೇ

ಲೋಗಬಹುದು ...! 


"ಯಾರಿವನು..?" ಎಂದು ದಂಗಾದೆ...! 


"ಭಕ್ತ ಪ್ರಹ ್ಲಾದ"ನಿಗೆ ನಾ ಭಕ್ತನಾದೆ...


"ಅಪ ್ಪು"ಗೆಯ "ಅಭಿ"ಯನ ್ನು "ಅರಸು" ರೂಪದ ಲ್ಲಿ ನಾ ಕಂಡೆ...


" ವೀರ ಕನ್ನಡಿಗನಿಗೆ" ನಾ ಅಭಿಮಾನಿಯಾದೆ...


ಅಭಿಮಾನಿಗಳ ನ್ನೇ

ದೇವರೆಂದ "ರಾಜಕುಮಾರ" ನೇ...



ನಿಮ್ಮ ಅಗಲಿಕೆಯು ಅರಗಿಸಿ ಕೊಳ್ಳಲಾಗದು



Sagar Sankola 

ಮ ತ್ತೆ ಬ ನ್ನಿ "ನಟಸಾ ರ್ವಭೌಮ" ನಾಗಿ....

(Batch-2017-2021)
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Students
Placed

Our Students Were Placed At

Placements
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Department

Highlights

Sponsorship & Statstics

Coursera

40

Highlights

National & International
Events

Nattional level Hackathon

A WS Activate for Startups

Global Event

41

AWS Partner Network

AWS

Nattional level Hackathon

42

OBE

Success of
Implementing OBE

Nattional level Hackathon
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Editorial Committee
Dr. Aishwarya P

Ms. Aditi Katti

M N Shreyas

Mr. Rajshekar V

Adithi Mahesh

Aniruddh G S
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Reach Us At
www.atria.edu
70 9032 9032
CSE DEPT

